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$60.00 hardcover 1-58685-135-7 September 10 x 12 in, 256 pp, 300 Color Photographs, Rights:
W, Design Cabins and Camps offers an intimate view of mountain homes and log cabins from
New York's Adirondacks to the coast of California. Never before photographed, these rustic
retreats aim for the perfect balance between luxurious American home and comfortable isolated
getaway. Many of the homeowners are advocates of contemporary rustic artists, and their
homes feature handcrafted one-of-a-kind furniture pieces. Cabins and Camps includes a full
gallery of extraordinary new rustic creations from a handful of the top rustic artists in America
today. This book illustrates just what a little "hideaway" in the mountains can become-a place of
natural honesty, refuge, and peace. Ralph Kylloe received his Ed.D. from Boston University and
has taught at the university level for many years. He is a leading authority on rustic furniture, and
owner of the Ralph Kylloe Gallery at Lake George in New York's Adirondack Mountains. His
previous books include Rustic Artistry for the Home, Rustic Traditions, Cabin Collectibles, and
Rustic Furniture Makers.

Whether you're an owner of rustic wannabe, this book serves as the definitive resource for your
rugged dreams. (USA Today 2002-12-15)Ralph Kylloe [is] a noted dealer in antique and
contemporary rustic furniture. He's decorated everything from Ralph Lauren's Polo shop to
Harrods in London (Claire Whitcomb Universal Press Syndicate 2003-01-15)From the
PublisherAs many of the homeowners featured in this book are advocates of contemporary
rustic artists, their abodes feature handcrafted one-of-a-kind furniture pieces. In celebration of
rustic artistry, Cabins and Camps includes a full gallery of extraordinary new creations from a
handful of the top rustic artists in America today. The homes featured here illustrate just what a
little hideaway in the mountains can become - a place of natural honesty, refuge and
comfort.From the Inside FlapContents Acknowledgments Preface Exordium The Art of Rustic
Kamp Kylloe Avalanche Ranch Log Haven Rocky Mountain Lodge Diana Beattie Guest Camp
Lake George Boathouse Roddy Lodge/Elk Run Victorian House on an Adirondack Lake
Jackson Fishing Retreat Big Hole River Ranch Standing Bear Lodge Rocky Mountain Luxury
Winter Terrace Ski House A Minimalist Rustic Apartment Condos and Modern Homes
ResourcesAbout the AuthorRalph Kylloe received his EdD from Boston University and has
taught at the university level for many years. He is a leading authority on rustic furniture and
owner of the aplh Kylloe Gallery at Lake George in New York's Adirondack Mountains. His
previous books include Fishing Camps, Rustic Architecture and Design, and Cabins &
Camps.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Art of Rustic Most rustic
furniture makers lie just outside the mainstream of society. The lead nontraditional lives and are,
quite honestly, a bit eccentric. Some build furniture for the money, some enjoy the independent



lifestyle, and others just enjoy working with their hands. Most are aspiring craftsmen, and some--
just a few--have elevated themselves to the noble distinction of artist. And this is not an easy
position to either acquire or maintain. However, the struggle to achieve is a heroic one. We are all
born with skills, and one form of heroism is the courage to pursue and develop a latent talent. As
individuals, we have the lifelong responsibility of cultivating ourselves. Some individuals,
however, are just lucky enough to have been born with talents far beyond those of many people
on the planet. When they find the right medium for their expression, magic happens. As a retired
teacher, I've been priveleged to watch a few individuals blossom once they found the right
medium. As a musician, I have spent many years playing scales, learning patterns and
struggling to get my fingers to play the music I hear in my hear. Others, only a few, get it
instantly--or so it seems.Read more
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Otter, “Cabins and Camps. Here is the deal....if you want to see some incredible furniture that
real talent has produced, this is the book. If you would like some great ideas, this is the book. If
you would like to learn how to make the furniture, this is not the book as there is nothing in it to
that end. I would purchase this book again in a heart beat because what you see exemplifies
this art form”

Frank S, “Great book. Read and looked at the photo's in one of Ralph Kylloe's books and started
buying more books by Ralph Kylloe. He is truly the expert on Rustic furniture, great knowledge
and wonderful writing style and photo's are excellent.”

Dan B, “Five Stars. Was purchased as a gift. I have this book and think its fabulous!”

Mal, “Five Stars. This is an awesome representative of many different types of Adirondack
furniture.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Beautiful pictures and great ideas.”

kirk j. gostkowski, “Five Stars. great ideas”

S. Kearney, “The Perfect Gift for anyone with a Log Home. I bought this book as a gift for my
husband and we have both picked it up every day and marveled at the beautiful log homes it
profiles. There is a lot of information and photographs of what makes a log home so charming -
from lighting to furniture to bathrooms and kitchens. Seeing such a wide selection of these
homes has made us want to seek out some of the items described for our own log home. A
wonderful inspiration for anyone interested in log homes.”

The book by Valerie Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 26 people have provided feedback.
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